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- The Uniform Layer Haircut (90 deg.) will be performed at both Regionals and State Contests.
- The Men’s Short Cut and Design will only be performed at State.

Uniform Layer Haircut (90 Degree) and the Uniform 247*
Haircut Procedure (see drawing at end)

- For Regional and State competitions
Duplicate a uniform layer (90 degree) haircut and design selected by the technical committee within a 45-minute time period, styling the hair with hair dryer and fingers only.
4.1 Assemble tools (shears, comb and blow dryer) and prepare station
4.2 Create a four section parting drop hair line guide
4.3 Establish the design length around the back perimeter
4.4 Establish the design length around the front perimeter
4.5 Establish the interior guide at the top of head (apex, crown)
4.6 Continue cutting guidelines to front hairline from an established interior guide at the top of the head.
4.7 Continue cutting guidelines from crown to nape from an established interior guide at the top of the head.
4.8 Use vertical parting to blend top guide to design line
4.9 Maintain a constant 90-degree elevation throughout the procedure
4.10 Follow a traveling guide to maintain uniformly layered lengths
4.11 Perform a cross check of procedure for accuracy
4.12 Check perimeter guidelines and finish as necessary
4.13 Finished cut is uniformly blended
4.14 Blow hair dry to frame face
4.15 Clean and organize station
2019 SkillsUSA Oklahoma Regional and State Contest
Women’s Long Hair Cuts and Designs

- For **Regional and State** competitions, contestants will perform one of the three long cuts and design, to be selected by the judges on the day of the contest.

Women’s Long Cut and Design #1: Bouncy Long Layers from Toni&Guy

Women’s Long Cut and Design #2: The Brazilian Shag by Living Proof

Women’s Long Cut and Design #3: Modern, Chic Shag

https://behindthechair.com/how-tos/modern-chic-shag/
Men’s Short Cut a Design (Performed at State Only, Not at Regionals)
Men’s Short Cut and Design #1 – The Neo-Pompadour Men’s Cut
https://behindthechair.com/how-tos/the-neo-pompadour-mens-cut/
Men’s Short Cut and Design #2 - Men’s How-To: Ryan – Toni&Guy
https://behindthechair.com/how-tos/toniandguy-reflective-collection-mens-how-to-ryan/
Men’s Short Cut and Design #3 –Disconnected Pomp

https://behindthechair.com/how-tos/disconnected-pomp/